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The world of Pixie Hollow has a long and storied history.

Late 19th Century Very Late 19th Century Mid-to_Late 20th Century

Peter Pan Era
• Quite some time after the

Golden Age

• The time Tinker Bell spends
with Peter Pan

• Lost Boys, Mermaids, Indians
and Pirates also inhabit Never
Land during this time.

Modern Era
• Stories from this era take

place after Prilla, the
clapping-talent fairy arrives in
Never Land.

• Most of the adventures within
this era are told in the Fairy
Haven, Fairy Dust and Fairy
chapter books.

• Pixie Dust comes from the
powdered feathers that the
mythical being Mother Dove
sheds each year – molted
feathers stored at the mill, are
ground into Pixie Dust

• Pixie Hollow exists in an
eternal Spring/Summer
where it rarely rains or snows
thanks to fairy magic.

• Fairies still have a strong
connection to nature

• New Fairies arrive in Pixie
Hollow already knowing what
their talent is.

• Fairies rarely travel to the
mainland and when they do,
it’s a difficult journey.

Golden Age
• The earliest era in recorded

Fairies history.

• Tinker Bell’s adventures occur
during this era.

• During this era, Pixie Hollow
contains different regions
which embody each of the
four seasons. Thus, it is
always simultaneously,
Spring, Summer, Autumn
and Winter.

• During this time, the most
important role the fairies play
is their work in nature.

• Pixie Dust originates in the
Pixie Dust Well in the Pixie
Dust Tree

• When a new fairy arrives it is
a momentous occasion

• The Talent Discovery
Ceremony is an important
part of a new fairy’s arrival
to Pixie Hollow

• Fairies travel from Never
Land to the mainland to
change the seasons

How Fairies
Come to Be

According to J.M. Barrie, “when
a new baby laughs for the first
time a new fairy is born, and as
there are always new babies,
there are always new fairies.”
This is depicted at Tinker Bell’s
arrival within her first film –
TINKER BELL.

When a fairy arrives
in Pixie Hollow, it is
a momentous
event as everyone
turns out to greet
the new arrival.


